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Deeside GLIDING Club (Aberdeenshire) LIMITED 
N E W S L E T T E R 

There was a Committee meeting on Sunday 28th October. 
Matters discussed:-

November 1973 

Electricity. The installation of mains electricity in the hangar has 
been delayed twice. Any day now ? 

Runway. Having got a specification and plans, the materials required 
are being costed to see if we can afford to lay a tarmac strip . 
Water We Wedon't think that a well will be satisfactory for our future 
needs John Milneis to look into the supply of piped water to the 
site as a long term project. 
Canteen. Mrs Watson of 1Broomwood 1 Aboyne wants to put a caravan 
canteen on the site to provide us with coffees/snacks/meals next year. 
The committee are in agreement with this though details have still to 
be discussed with Mrs Watson
T.C . We agreed that College of Education staff members could be 
members of their Club on a similar basis to University staff members. 
WeekendFlying. Alan Middletonaaked if he could run weekend flying 
on a similar basis to the way he at present runs mid-week flying.i.e. 
Alan hires the glider and tug from the Club at one rate and hires to 
members at a higher rate. 

There are many factors at work here e.g. it would make the cash 
paper-work a lot less involved. Visitors money and Auster money (he 
hired it) go to Alan at the weekends and glider money goes to the Club. 
Temporary subs would revert to the Club instead of to Alan. 

The idea being to give Alan a steadier income through the year. 
Also helped along by the the fact that Alan feels that a lot of the 
weekend flying is falling on him anyway, also aircraft maintenance. 
And we are short of tug pilots and instructors. 



It seems· that many people are prepared to come and pay for flying but 
are less interested in the Club as such.Indeed in spite of recent 
adverts in the press Full Club membership is tending to fall (45). 
Alan's proposals would change the concept of the Club and put up prices, 
both to benefit Alan and to help pay for much needed capital 
developments in the Club. 

If this account seems a bit confused it is because the situation is 
is a bit confused. 

The Committee decided to chew it over for a month. 
***************************** 

More Deeside Diamonds. Since Oct lst we have had rather a lot of 
visitors. In spite of frustrations due to shortage of tugs they 
mostly did manage to do some useful flying(see statistics below) 
and collected about 10 diamond height claims. There were also 26 
gold height claims and four 5 hour silver legs . (Ian Chisholmdid 5 
hours after he had been shown how by Robert Henderson the week before.) 
This Year's Record. Rhoda Partridge who was here for 3 weeks claimed 
a diamond height with a 19 000' + flight. This also beats the current 
U.K. ladies height record. 
The Highest Flight was by G. Lee in a Kestrel ( over 26 000' ) and the 
longest was over 8hours. 
The Biggest Queue was 18 gliders on the strip waiting for the Auster. 

********************************* 

( advert ) There are still a few copies of "Soaring Pilot" Autumn 73 
in the caravan. Price 25p 



.. 

Aircraft Situation.Cat 11-11-73) The Cub has been at Dalcross since 
1-10-73. Loganair have not been able to allocate any manpower to 
start the 2-year C. of A. The outlook for flying this weekend has 
been described as "bleak"

The Swallow" has been taken out of service for minor repairs. 
The Capstan is O.K. The Bocian is Beautiful. 

The Highland Club have got hooked on aerotowing and we cannot 
count on having the Auster as a weekend stand by tug. 

********
New Members in October are Joan Prentice and Iain Robertson, both 
from Aberdeen. Flo Mellor joined a couple of months ago and I didn't
notice. 

Bob Kerr Trophy Contributions are coming in and should be paid into 
the cash box in the caravan together with a payment advice note. 
There will be a further meeting of the Club representatives on 
December lst to discuss progress. 

Flying done in August
Cub Bocian 

F H M F H M
Capstan 
F H M 

Swallow
F H M 

Private 
F H M 

Visitors 
F H M

Others
F H 

TOTAL
M fl 

215 3 18 185 84 53 67 26 15 3 1 008 47 8 18 262 

251 40 34 

September

83 37 31 79 30 37 12 6 7 2 2 17 131 146 21 63 9 36 316 
October. 

102 39 14 54 2 16 35 030 15 4 4 2 356 478 16 558 35 42 

Totals for 0Oct 72- Sept 73. 

Launches Hours 
Club 1044 464 
Private 84 429 
Visitors 429 626 

2319 1519 



This month's cover photograph was taken by Ernie Thomson. 
(This article also by Ernie.) 

1809. First flight of world's first modern configuration 
aeroplane with ballast by Sir George Cayley at Brampton Hall, 
Yorkshire.
This Month's cover picture is a replica of aSir George Cayley's

flying machine which has been commisioned by Anglia Television 
and built by Southern Aero Services
The idea behind this exercise was to see if this machine would 
really fly, and to do this in the bicentenary of Sir George's 
birth. (1773 - 1857) 
The machine was being given one of its flight tests at Lasham 
on the 17th September in front of television cameras. It was 
flown by gliding maestro Derek Piggot. Launching was by towing 
by Volvo estate car. 
As you can se e this was a reasonably successful flight but 
landings were a bit rough owing to lack of eleva tor control. 
Derek describes the rear controller as his 'influencer' One
flight went up to 50' but I am assured this was a mistake as 
the landing gear is rather rudimentary. 

A programme about Sir George Cayley is being made and it 
will be shown sometime in December . It is not known ye t 
if Grampianwillbe taking this film. 
Unfortunatley when the machine was being towed back to the 

club house a gust of wind keeled it over and the main spar 
was broken piercing the sail wing. 
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